
 
 
 
 
 
 
June 22, 2011 
 
 
Martin Hojsik 
Toxic Water Campaign Coordinator 
Greenpeace International 
Ottho Heldringstraat 5 
1066 AZ Amsterdam 
Netherlands 
 
Via email:  mbesieux@greenpeace.org 
 ismit@greenpeace.nl 
 
 
Dear Mr. Hojsik, 
 
Thank you for your letter dated June 14, 2011 regarding Well Dyeing Factory Limited in 
Zhongshan, China and specifically, any business Gap Inc. may have had with this mill since 2010.   
 
After a thorough review of our records, we can confirm that Gap Inc. maintains no business 
relationship with Well Dyeing Factory Limited.  Our records indicate that we ended this relationship 
in July 2008.    
 
To the extent Greenpeace has information that differs, we respectfully request that information be 
provided so that we may investigate this matter further.  We work hard to ensure our business is 
handled in a socially and environmentally responsible manner, and we take claims such as these 
very seriously.   
 
Gap Inc. recognizes that the fabric mill stage of an apparel product’s lifecycle involves a water- and 
chemical-intensive process, and we are working to reduce the social and environmental impacts of 
the dyeing and finishing of fabrics in a couple of ways. 
 
Since 2009, we have partnered with the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) as part of the 
Responsible Sourcing Initiative to improve the operational efficiency of fabric mills, and to reduce 
their use of water, energy and chemicals.  In collaboration with other brands, retailers and the 
NRDC, we identified 10 best practices to reduce the environmental impact of fabric dyeing and 
finishing and are working to implement these best practices in key mills.   
 
In 2007, Gap Inc. helped form the Business for Social Responsibility (BSR) Apparel Mills & 
Sundries Working Group – a forum of apparel companies and mills focused on the creation of a 
collaborative model for factory auditing and continuous improvement.  This working group has 
developed a set of guiding principles, tools and processes that mills must implement to improve 
their operations and management systems.   



 
In addition to our efforts with fabric mills, in 2004 we implemented our Water Quality Program for 
denim laundries that finish products for our brands.  All denim laundries producing garments for 
Gap Inc. brands must comply with the standards of this program as a condition for doing business 
with us.  As part of the Water Quality Program, we monitor denim laundries’ wastewater discharge 
against industry water quality guidelines, and develop corrective action plans for any facility that 
fails to meet these standards.   
 
We appreciate this opportunity to comment, and look forward to reviewing any additional 
information you may have on this subject.  
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Kindley Walsh Lawlor 
Vice President, Social & Environmental Responsibility 
 
 
cc: Martin Besieux, Greenpeace International 
 Ilze Smit, Greenpeace International 
 


